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SUNNY ANDERSON HOSTS NEW FOOD NETWORK BAKING COMPETITION 
EASTER BASKET CHALLENGE 

  

Bakers Compete in Easter-Themed Challenges with Judges Jordan Andino and Claudia Sandoval  
  

Series Premieres on Monday, March 1st on Food Network and discovery+ 
 
  

NEW YORK – January 25, 2021 – Host Sunny Anderson transports viewers into a whimsical world of Easter treats in the 
primetime baking competition Easter Basket Challenge, premiering Monday, March 1st at 10pm ET/PT on Food Network. 
Through five one-hour episodes, seven talented and Easter-obsessed bakers take on culinary challenges to create tasty and 
imaginative holiday masterpieces. Watched throughout the competition by judges Jordan Andino and Claudia Sandoval, 
the expert bakers must interpret the outrageous themes presented to them and showcase delicious Easter confections and 
unbelievable edible displays. One baker is eliminated each episode, with the final three competitors duking it out for the 
Bunny Money prize - a golden egg filled with $25,000! For fans who can’t wait for Easter, all episodes of Easter Basket 
Challenge will be available to stream on March 1st on discovery+. 
 
“Whether the bakers are making Easter bonnets for a holiday fashion challenge or creating edible masterpieces from a 
playful game of Bunny Pong, Easter Basket Challenge is a joyfully entertaining competition that families will love,” said 
Courtney White, President, Food Network. “With Sunny Anderson’s inviting personality, there is nobody better at 
transporting viewers into this festive world featuring Easter-themed delights.”   
 
In the premiere episode, Sunny challenges the bakers to create jelly bean-inspired pop art pastry tarts and oversized sweets 
worthy of inclusion in an art museum. The competitors must wow the judges, with one baker’s time in the competition 
coming to an end. The bakers take on an Easter classic with Peeps taking center stage in a later episode, as the 
competitors pay tribute to the colorful marshmallow confection with an edible Easter Parade float. And in another thematic 
challenge, the bakers rock the runway with their tasty takes on fashion trends using Easter candy as inspiration, including a 
strut down a catwalk with Easter bonnets. The finale includes the crafty competitors making a three-foot tall panoramic 
Easter egg, with lots of cotton tails and a few Easter fails along the way, as the last baker standing takes home the grand 
prize and bragging rights as the Easter Basket Challenge champion. 
 
To get a first look at the competition, follow #EasterBasketChallenge on Food Network’s social platforms, and check out 
Facebook and Instagram to go behind the scenes with Sunny Anderson, Jordan Andino and Claudia Sandoval. 
 
discovery+ is the definitive non-fiction, real life subscription streaming service. discovery+ features a landmark partnership 
with Verizon that gives their customers with select plans up to 12 months of discovery+ on Verizon. discovery+ has the 
largest-ever content offering of any new streaming service at launch, featuring a wide range of exclusive, original series 
across popular, passion verticals in which Discovery brands have a strong leadership position, including lifestyle and 
relationships; home and food; true crime; paranormal; adventure and natural history; as well as science, tech and the 
environment, and a slate of high-quality documentaries. For more, visit discoveryplus.com or find it on a variety of platforms 
and devices, including ones from Amazon, Apple, Google, Microsoft, Roku and Samsung. 
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FOOD NETWORK (www.foodnetwork.com) is a unique lifestyle network, website and magazine that connects viewers to the power and 
joy of food. The network strives to be viewers' best friend in food and is committed to leading by teaching, inspiring, empowering and 
entertaining through its talent and expertise. Food Network is distributed to nearly 100 million U.S. households and draws over 46 million 
unique web users monthly. Since launching in 2009, Food Network Magazine's rate base has grown 13 times and is the No. 2 best-
selling monthly magazine on the newsstand, with 13.5 million readers. Food Network is owned by Discovery, Inc., a global leader in real 
life entertainment spanning 220 countries and territories; the portfolio also includes Discovery Channel, HGTV, TLC, Investigation 
Discovery, and OWN: Oprah Winfrey Network. 
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